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Wisdom in the Woods

Employees of the Brown & Rutherford sawmill pose for a photograph, circa 1899. The company set up the first planing
mill in the Canadian West on Bannatyne Avenue in Winnipeg in the early l870s, but quickly expanded into barging
lumber cut along Lake Winnipeg and built this new facility in Point Douglas. In the 1880s, sawmilling was Winnipeg’s
chief industry, with more than 20 sawmills operating throughout the province. Brown & Rutherford is the last of the
original sawmill companies from that era still in business. Photo credit: Archives of Manitoba

Brown & Rutherford sawmill c1899

A slice of Manitoba sawmilling history
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2 The Manitoba Woodlot

The Manitoba Woodlot is published six times annually as a
service to the membership of the Woodlot Association of
Manitoba (WAM).

WAM seeks to promote an understanding of sustainable
woodlot management, increase income and employment
potential for the woodlot sector, promote the use of woodlot
products in the place of nonrenewable and imported products,
and develop human resources in woodlot management.

WAM represents the interests of our members within the
Canadian Federation of Woodlot Owners (CFWO). The
CFWO makes those interests known to forestry ministers at
both levels of government.

WAM also has a representative to the Manitoba Model
Forest, another organization that promotes sustainable
management of Manitoba’s wooded areas.

WAM is a nonprofit organization led by a volunteer Board
of Directors, which meets monthly. Our Annual General
Meeting (AGM) is held each year before the end of March
and is open to all members in good standing.
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In this extralong, extraexpensive federal election
campaign, woodlot owners have the opportunity of
making their voices heard.

WAM is a member of the Canadian Federation of
Woodlot Owners (CFWO), the national organization
representing the interests of family foresters and other
private owners of wooded lands. With the October
election in mind, CFWO has written to the leaders of the
main political parties to invite them to work with the
national organization to achieve two key objectives: to
create a better tax environment that treats woodlot owners
fairly, and investment in treeplanting.

There are other significant issues that affect forestry and
the lumber market, not the least of which is the October
expiry of the Canada/US softwood lumber agreement. At
present, there is no indication that an extension of the
agreement or a new deal is in the works.

It is difficult at times for small organizations and
individuals to get the attention of the elected officials who
have the power to make the lives of woodlot owners
better—or more difficult. However, during election
campaigns, politicians are listening.

The WAM board is building on the work of the CFWO
by running copies of the same letter, signed by CFWO
chair Peter deMarsh, so that WAM members can add their
voices. The letters, one each to Liberal leader Justin
Trudeau, Conservative leader Stephen Harper, and NDP
leader Tom Mulcair on pages 4, 6 and 8, can be clipped
from the printed edition of this newsletter, or downloaded
from the enewsletter and printed. There is a space at the
bottom of each letter to indicate your support for the
CFWO’s request to hear from each leader about how he
would support woodlot issues.

This does take some effort on your part, since you have
to print/clip the letter, put it in an envelope, add a stamp
and mail it. But it is that very effort that gives a letter to
the party leader its impact.

The WAM board encourages you to take this
opportunity to make your voice heard, and so does Peter
deMarsh.

Editor's note: Due to space considerations in this issue,
we did not have room for a letter addressed to Green
Party leader Elizabeth May. If you wish to write to her,
you can do so at:

Elizabeth May
Green Party of Canada
PO Box 997, Station B
Ottawa, ON K1P 5R1

WAM: Election 2015
To WAM members:
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Optimistic Prendivilles deserving of all the credit
for Kenora mill being ready for restart

Communities like Kenora, once reliant on the forestry
industry, have been waiting a long time for good fortune
to return.

No wonder the recent signs of life at Kenora Forest
Products are attracting attention. The mill was
“temporarily” shuttered in April 2008 due to market
conditions and it meant the loss of over onehundred
wellpaying jobs. After a handful of announcements of
not only a restart, but expansion plans, over the past
seven years, reality is now closer than ever.

And, while we’ve got politicians lining up for photo
ops, the union representing future works announcing
amendments to wage agreements and others clamouring
to get in the picture, the people who deserve just due are
the Prendiville family, who own Manitobabased
Prendiville Industries, Kenora Forest Products’ parent
company, and their management team. There has been a
significant investment made by Prendiville Industries,
both financially and in terms of time, effort and
persistence.

During a tour of the Keewatin mill site two weeks ago,
Prendiville Industries chief operating officer Albe
Prendiville pointed out some of the construction
underway on both existing and new buildings. There is a
new “log line” for processing sixinch and smaller
diameter timber, a new computerized planer mill
building, which will include automated grading and 30
bin sorting for production of the company’s new line of
Machine Stressed Timber, a structural wood product that
will be manufactured on site for domestic construction
and export to international markets.

The Prendiville family was commended by Kenora
Mayor Dave Canfield during the July 8th tour for
hanging in there when others would have walked away.

That is a bit of an understatement.
Optimistic people like to think that everything will turn

out fine, even when it is not always possible. But Kenora
Forest Products is at this cusp of reopening because of so
much more than optimism.They not only hung in there,

but worked to come up with improvements to the mill to
make it profitable when the time to reopen comes.

There was a will to succeed despite a turndown in the
American housing market; despite prolonged, and no
doubt at times frustrating negotiations to receive timber
harvesting permits from the province; despite, according
to the Ontario Forest Industries Association, Ontario
being the highest cost jurisdiction in the world to do
business in the forestry industry; and despite special
interest lobbies that reach the offices of the premier and
key cabinet ministers resulting in more rather than fewer
barriers to harvesting timber.

Being cautiously optimistic myself, you might say I too
often question what barriers might crop up and am only
optimistic if there’s quite a big chance that everything
will turn out fine.

Last December, when KFP hosted an open house on its
proposed additions, mill manager Rod McKay
acknowledged the expansion plan was contingent upon

Commentary

By Lloyd Mack

"They not only hung in there, but
worked to come up with improvements
to the mill to make it profitable when
the time to reopen comes."

Kenora mayor Dave Canfield

Continued on page 10
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July 7, 2015

Justin Trudeau
Liberal Party of Canada
81 Metcalfe Street, Suite 600
Ottawa, Ontario K1P 6M8

Subject: Invest in Canada’s 450,000 Woodlot Owners to Grow our Rural Economy

Dear Mr Trudeau,

Canadian woodlots are small forests owned or managed by 450,000 families across Canada. These
woodlots are an important source of employment and revenue for these families and many others,
providing more than 15% of the timber supply to Canadian sawmills and paper mills. Woodlots are living
examples of sustainability in action, and also contribute to society’s well being through clean water,
wildlife habitat and carbon storage. Many carefully managed woodlots pass from generation to
generation, and contribute to maintaining Canada’s beautiful rural scenery.

Woodlots have been largely forgotten by our Federal government. There is real potential to greatly
increase the supply of timber and other products from woodlots, contributing to increased employment in
those parts of rural Canada where jobs are badly needed. We want the Federal government to work with
us and with provincial governments to build a process for improving policies and programs that will help
realize this potential.

To advance this potential we have identified two key priority areas to work on with the government
elected this fall.

Creating a better tax environment – more favourable income tax measures are needed to encourage
active forest management by a greater number of woodlot owners to increase the supply of forest
products as well as the environmental services expected by Canadian society. We need government
action to make revisions to the Income Tax Act that will treat woodlot businesses more fairly and provide
stronger incentives for sustainable woodlot management.

Investing in future forests – a nationwide tree planting program on private land is needed to increase
timber supplies and help mitigate some of the harmful consequences of climate change. Tree planting
would accomplish a variety of goals including sequestering carbon; enhancing and diversifying our
settled landscape; increasing adaptive capacity to withstand climate change; moderating local climate by
providing shade; moderating temperature extremes and reducing the effects of storms; increasing wildlife
habitat; improving soil and water conservation, and providing local economic opportunities.

We would like to hear from you as the Leader of the Liberal Party of Canada on how your government
would work with the Canadian Federation of Woodlot Owners to achieve these two key priorities.

Sincerely,
Peter deMarsh, Chair
Canadian Federation of Woodlot Owners
Tel: 5063672503
Email: grandpic@nbnet.nb.ca

I am a member of the Woodlot Association of Manitoba, and I would encourage you to work with
our national federation on these issues. ______________________________________ Signature

CANADIAN FEDERATION OF WOODLOT OWNERS

FÉDÉRATION CANADIENNE DES PROPRIÉTAIRES DE BOISÉS

Maison de l”UPA, 555, boul. RolandTherrien, Bureau 565, Lonqueuil, Québec J4H 4E7

Clip and mail this page.
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Where are the trees? The Red River Settlement depicted in this painting by artist EJ Hutchins is
notable for the near absence of trees needed by settlers for firewood and construction. Settlers
cut trees along the Red and Assiniboine rivers, along with the Rat, Rosseau and Seine, so that
the trimmed trees could be floated down the rivers in spring to building sites. Photo credit:
Archives of Manitoba

Sawmilling in early Winnipeg:
from treeless settlement to sawmill powerhouse

Over seventy years of its early history, the wood
economy of Red River Settlement shifted dramatically
from a “Pioneer Era” (1812ca.1860s), when families cut
most of their own wood for fuel and building, to a
“Commercial Era” (1860s1880s) that saw the expansion
of lumber imports, the rise of lumber companies, and the
control by the Canadian federal government of timber
harvesting.

From the start, the Settlement lacked adequate wood
supplies. Most (80 percent) of the land within 30 km (18
miles) of the centre of the Settlement was either prairie or
marsh. Forests were confined to the borders of rivers and
scattered groves.

Governor Miles MacDonell wrote:
“The Country on West side the river ... is all a plain

with a belt of wood on the river edge of irregular depth.
…in many places the plain reaches to the river bank. And
the East side … is well wooded. The wood consists of
Oak, Elm, poplar, Liard or cottonwood, ash, Maple, &c.,
there is no pine or cedar. Rivers falling into the Red River

are generally wooded on both sides. It would be proper to
make reservations of wood on [the] East side [of the] R.
R. in the proportion of about 100 acres for every five
settlers ...”

Early maps and descriptions confirm these impressions.
Aaron Arrowsmith’s 1816 map shows a strip of forest on
the east side of the Red River, but only prairie on the
west. He describes the area south of The Forks as
“Woods interspersed with small prairies extending for
several miles” and the area beyond the forest belt on the
east of the Red River as “Plains interspersed with tufts of
wood.”

Based on recent forest surveys, the species that
bordered the Red and other prairie rivers included white
or American elm, green ash, Manitoba maple, peach leaf
willow, eastern cottonwood, and, in favourable locations,
basswood (also known as linden or whitewood). Stands
of bur oak grew on higher ground while islands of
trembling aspen and balsam poplar dotted the open
prairie. River valleys and prairie groves contained limited

Winnipeg was once a powerhouse in the sawmilling industry in Manitoba, driven by the demand for construction
materials as immigrants poured into the city in the late 1880s. The history of wood economy in the Red River Settlement
(Winnipeg after 1870) is the focus of a research paper by botany professor Dr. C Thomas Shay, “Pioneers on the Forest
Fringe: The Wood Economy of the Red River Settlement in Western Canada, 18121883”, published in Manitoba
History, Number 78, Summer 2015. With his kind permission, we have excerpted a portion of the paper.

By Tom Shay

Continued on page 9
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July 7, 2015

Stephen Harper
Conservative Party of Canada
1204130 Albert St.
Ottawa, Ontario K1P 5G4

Subject: Invest in Canada’s 450,000 Woodlot Owners to Grow our Rural Economy

Dear Mr Harper,

Canadian woodlots are small forests owned or managed by 450,000 families across Canada. These
woodlots are an important source of employment and revenue for these families and many others,
providing more than 15% of the timber supply to Canadian sawmills and paper mills. Woodlots are living
examples of sustainability in action, and also contribute to society’s well being through clean water, wildlife
habitat and carbon storage. Many carefully managed woodlots pass from generation to generation, and
contribute to maintaining Canada’s beautiful rural scenery.

Woodlots have been largely forgotten by our Federal government. There is real potential to greatly
increase the supply of timber and other products from woodlots, contributing to increased employment in
those parts of rural Canada where jobs are badly needed. We want the Federal government to work with
us and with provincial governments to build a process for improving policies and programs that will help
realize this potential.

To advance this potential we have identified two key priority areas to work on with the government elected
this fall.

Creating a better tax environment – more favourable income tax measures are needed to encourage
active forest management by a greater number of woodlot owners to increase the supply of forest products
as well as the environmental services expected by Canadian society. We need government action to make
revisions to the Income Tax Act that will treat woodlot businesses more fairly and provide stronger
incentives for sustainable woodlot management.

Investing in future forests – a nationwide tree planting program on private land is needed to increase
timber supplies and help mitigate some of the harmful consequences of climate change. Tree planting
would accomplish a variety of goals including sequestering carbon; enhancing and diversifying our settled
landscape; increasing adaptive capacity to withstand climate change; moderating local climate by
providing shade; moderating temperature extremes and reducing the effects of storms; increasing wildlife
habitat; improving soil and water conservation, and providing local economic opportunities.

We would like to hear from you as the Leader of the Conservative Party of Canada on how your
government would work with the Canadian Federation of Woodlot Owners to achieve these two key
priorities.

Sincerely,
Peter deMarsh, Chair
Canadian Federation of Woodlot Owners
Tel: 5063672503
Email: grandpic@nbnet.nb.ca

I am a member of the Woodlot Association of Manitoba, and I would encourage you to work with
our national federation on these issues. ______________________________________ Signature

CANADIAN FEDERATION OF WOODLOT OWNERS

FÉDÉRATION CANADIENNE DES PROPRIÉTAIRES DE BOISÉS

Maison de l”UPA, 555, boul. RolandTherrien, Bureau 565, Lonqueuil, Québec J4H 4E7
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Timber harvesting in the eyes of some
has obtained somewhat of a bad
reputation. Many associate logging with
the loss of habitat, and while habitat loss
is inevitable in some cases, it can also
create new habitat for wildlife when
done accordingly.

For those harvesting their woodlots for
an array of reasons, it is imperative that
a number of live and dead standing trees
be left within the stand.

By leaving live trees standing
throughout the woodlot, one does not
only ensure there is a seed source to
regenerate the stand, but also ensures
that adequate habitat is maintained.
Living trees serve as feeding, roosting
and nesting habitats for many species of
birds, but also provide shade and cover
for many mammals.

Dead trees, while not pretty are
referred to as “snags” and are excellent
homes for many cavitynesting birds
such as nuthatches and woodpeckers.
Isolated snags will be used by bluebirds
and kestrels and also serve as perfect
hunting perches for hawks and owls. If
you are an avid bird watcher, then snags
can prove to be your greatest tool for
some marvellous birdwatching.

Dead trees are not only a benefit for
birds, but will also act as fine homes for
many cavitynesting mammals such as
the squirrel or the marten.

While leaving both dead and living
trees is a huge step in preserving
wildlife, it is also important to try to
leave some small conifers and
understorey vegetation intact within the
harvested site. By doing this, it will
reduce the line of sight for predators and
will provide thermal cover for wildlife.

Ideally, you should not clean up the
forest floor. Leaving brush piles,
branches, leaves and twigs scattered
along the floor is another critical step in ensuring your
forest friends are at ease.

Small logs and branches left
scattered along do not only provide
protective cover but prove to be
excellent runways for small
mammals such as mice and
chipmunks. Larger branches and logs
allow for fungus growth, providing
food for squirrels and many other
rodents.

Downed logs act as drumming sites
for ruffed grouse during their mating
season and hefty brush piles provide
cover for hares and grouses, while at
the same time providing hunting
cover for predators such as coyote,
fox, weasel and marten.

When thinking about fish habitat,
one usually does not consider trees
and tree cover. Leaving trees and
shrubs along water ways is a critical
step in ensuring habitat protection.
Many species choose to live along
the banks of streams and rivers.

Many ducks will nest only in
cavities that are near water, while
many mammals use water as a travel
corridor. Trees and shrubs keep water
shaded, which in turn creates
favourable temperatures for fish and
other aquatic animals.

Vegetation along a bank is critical
for preventing bank erosion, which
prevents woody debris from entering
the water during runoff. The roots of
trees and shrubs also filter out the
pollutants from runoff water and
prevent them from entering the
water.

When done properly, harvesting
your woodlot can do more good than
bad for your resident woodlot
neighbours. Remember that a clean
forest floor is not always favourable.
You want deadwood, you want snags
and you want to leave vegetation
scattered about. Environmental

integrity does not need to be sacrificed when it comes to
the harvesting of your woodlot.

By Tatiana Moroz
Manitoba Forestry Association

Woodlot harvesting with wildlife in mind

Dead trees can provide cavity
nesting for birds such as
nuthatches and woodpeckers.
Photo credit: MFA
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CANADIAN FEDERATION OF WOODLOT OWNERS

FÉDÉRATION CANADIENNE DES PROPRIÉTAIRES DE BOISÉS

Maison de l”UPA, 555, boul. RolandTherrien, Bureau 565, Lonqueuil, Québec J4H 4E7
July 7, 2015

Tom Mulcair
New Democratic Party of Canada
300279 Laurier West
Ottawa, ON K1P 5J9

Subject: Invest in Canada’s 450,000 Woodlot Owners to Grow our Rural Economy

Dear Mr Mulcair,

Canadian woodlots are small forests owned or managed by 450,000 families across Canada. These
woodlots are an important source of employment and revenue for these families and many others,
providing more than 15% of the timber supply to Canadian sawmills and paper mills. Woodlots are living
examples of sustainability in action, and also contribute to society’s well being through clean water,
wildlife habitat and carbon storage. Many carefully managed woodlots pass from generation to
generation, and contribute to maintaining Canada’s beautiful rural scenery.

Woodlots have been largely forgotten by our Federal government. There is real potential to greatly
increase the supply of timber and other products from woodlots, contributing to increased employment in
those parts of rural Canada where jobs are badly needed. We want the Federal government to work with
us and with provincial governments to build a process for improving policies and programs that will help
realize this potential.

To advance this potential we have identified two key priority areas to work on with the government elected
this fall.

Creating a better tax environment – more favourable income tax measures are needed to encourage
active forest management by a greater number of woodlot owners to increase the supply of forest
products as well as the environmental services expected by Canadian society. We need government
action to make revisions to the Income Tax Act that will treat woodlot businesses more fairly and provide
stronger incentives for sustainable woodlot management.

Investing in future forests – a nationwide tree planting program on private land is needed to increase
timber supplies and help mitigate some of the harmful consequences of climate change. Tree planting
would accomplish a variety of goals including sequestering carbon; enhancing and diversifying our settled
landscape; increasing adaptive capacity to withstand climate change; moderating local climate by
providing shade; moderating temperature extremes and reducing the effects of storms; increasing wildlife
habitat; improving soil and water conservation, and providing local economic opportunities.

We would like to hear from you as the Leader of the New Democratic Party of Canada on how your
government would work with the Canadian Federation of Woodlot Owners to achieve these two key
priorities.

Sincerely,
Peter deMarsh, Chair
Canadian Federation of Woodlot Owners
Tel: 5063672503
Email: grandpic@nbnet.nb.ca

I am a member of the Woodlot Association of Manitoba, and I would encourage you to work with
our national federation on these issues. ______________________________________ Signature
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building timber, so much had to be acquired from distant
forests.

To the east of Red River lay huge tracts of forests
covering more than 16,000 square kilometres (6,000
square miles). In the early days of the Settlement,
lowland peat bogs probably covered twothirds of this
land, supporting black spruce, tamarack/larch, and
eastern white cedar. Expanses of jack pine and, in places,
red pine could be found on dry sandy ridges and uplands.
Scattered groves of eastern white pine grew on slightly
moister sites.

Jack pine also grew on soils with intermediate moisture
where it was joined by white spruce, balsam fir, and
white birch. Aspen was common throughout, on dry to
wet soils, either in pure stands or mixed with the other
species. Groves of deciduous trees bordered major
streams.

Before commercial logging, these forests contained
enough standing timber to build thousands of houses.
Once cut, it took replacement trees decades to mature due
to the short growing season and low soil fertility in the
area.

When the population was thinly scattered along the Red
and Assiniboine rivers, most households gathered much
of their own firewood locally, but many brought building
logs from a distance. Axe men usually felled trees during
the winter and hauled them to a riverbank to await the
spring runoff when the logs could be rafted downstream.
As the limited local building timber dwindled, people cut
upstream along the Red and Assiniboine, the Red’s
eastern tributaries such as the Seine, Rat, and Roseau,
and from wooded ridges east of the Red River. By the

late 1840s, they had to cut wood as far away as the upper
Roseau and Red Lake rivers in northwestern Minnesota.

Downed trees were trimmed and floated as near to a
building site as possible before the planks were sawed.
Carpenters erected scaffolds to hold the logs for cutting
or used “pit” saws. To build a pit saw, a rectangular pit
about 2 m (6 ft) deep was dug. Each log was debarked
with adzes and the intended cuts were marked with chalk
or charcoal, then the log was laid over the pit. One
sawyer climbed into the pit while another stood above,
each holding one end of a 2.4 m (8 ft) saw. Being a top
sawyer wasn’t easy, but the bottom sawyer’s job was
“laborious ... in the extreme; sawdust poured down on his
sweating face and bare arms, and down his back …”
Thankfully, sawmills replaced pit saws during the early
1870s.

Less than two decades after the first steamboat arrived
in 1859, the first train left Winnipeg for St. Paul,
Minnesota on 9 December 1878. Crews completed the
Canadian Pacific’s main line from Fort William, Ontario
to Winnipeg five years later. Railways hauled lumber but
building them also used much wood. Construction of that
line required cutting of vast quantities of timber from the
Whitemouth River area for ties, locomotive fuel, and
more. Each mile of track needed three thousand
“sleepers” or cross ties, 2.4 m (8 ft) long, 15 cm (6
inches) thick, and 15 cm (6 inches) wide, or 34 board
feet. Spaced every 0.5 m (21 inches), this added up to an
astonishing 102,000 board feet per mile.

Timber cutting moved even farther afield as thousands
of immigrants poured into Manitoba by boat, cart,
stagecoach and, now, rail. Crosscut saws could be heard

Lumber and firewood demands led to deforestation
Continued from page 5

Continued on page 12

A sleigh team hauls a load of
roundwood down Main
Street past City Hall in
Winnipeg in 1886. Photo
credit: City of Winnipeg
Archives
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Why become a member of WAM?

As a member you will be promoting active
stewardship of Manitoba’s privately owned
woodlands, woodlots and family forests. You
will also receive a great deal, including:

—A bimonthly newsletter, complete with up
todate information of upcoming events, current
woodlot/forestry/conservation issues, and wood
products/services available in your area. The
Manitoba Woodlot newsletter can be mailed to
a Canadian address or accessible online to
members only in advance of being made
available to the public. Online access saves
WAM the costs for postage and printing, and
members can view the newsletter in colour.
View past issues of The Manitoba Woodlot at
woodlotmanitoba.com/newsletter.

—Special membersonly rates for events and
workshops.

—Opportunities to participate in field days,
demonstrations, conferences, workshops and
meetings on topics related to woodlot
management.

—Free classified ads in The Manitoba Woodlot.

—If you operate a commercial woodlot or
agrowoodlot, the WAM membership fee is a tax
deductible business expense.

—Membership in WAM is open to individuals
and businesses. Dues are $30.00. Those
interested in membership can telephone (204)
4678648, or apply/renew membership online
at woodlotmanitoba.com/aboutus/membership.

receiving timber harvesting permits from the province; a
process which he said at the time was in the final stage.
In fact, the management team was anticipating ministry
approval of a wood supply either before the end of 2014
or early in 2015.

Two weeks ago, Prendiville Industries Ltd. president
Maureen Prendiville confirmed the company’s
application to secure provincial harvesting permits and
forestry licences is complete and awaiting approval by
Ontario Natural Resources and Forestry Minister Bill
Mauro.

The company has taken a calculated risk, I suppose, in
starting the construction ahead of having the permits in
hand.

Kenora Forest Product’s traditional markets are the
U.S. Midwest and customers as far south as Texas,
along with some Canadian sales. While market demand
plummeted when the U.S. housing bubble burst in 2006,
it has finally regained its strength in the last year. This
makes now the time to start the mill, which will require
450thousand cubic metres of timber annually once it is
in full production.

Mauro was in Kenora in early July for the National
Forest Innovation Summit, but he wasn’t as eager as his
federal counterpart, Kenora MP Greg Rickford, who is
Minister of Natural Resources and Minister for FedNor,
to make a splash. Rickford announced a $3million
interest free loan for Kenora Forest Products, repayable
over 10 years through FedNor’s Targeting
Manufacturing Initiative.

There was, of course, Internet chatter about the timing
with a federal election coming and Rickford being a

Continued from page 3

Kenora mill set to restart
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Membership Application for 2015

 Membership fee 2015 $30.00
Renewal fee 2015 $30.00

Name
Mailing Address

Email
Telephone

I am particularly interested in the following:

Firewood and biomass energy
Wildlife habitat enhancement
Soil and water conservation
Land stewardship
Recreation, ecotourism
Wood products, logging, sawmills
Specialty or nontraditional products

(i.e., berries, mushrooms, maple syrup)
Christmas trees
All of the above

Would you like to receive your copy of The
Manitoba Woodlot via email?
Yes  No 

Do you require a receipt? Yes  No 
(WAM provides receipts only upon request.)

Thank you for becoming involved and for
supporting Manitoba’s privately owned
woodlands, woodlots and family forests.

Mail to:
Woodlot Association of Manitoba
c/o Allan Webb, SecretaryTreasurer
Box 43
Stonewall, MB R0C 2Z0

You can signup online by going to
woodlotmanitoba.com/aboutus/membership.

johnnycomelately to the party. I will give him that
since becoming Minister of Natural Resources
approximately 16 months ago, Rickford has been vocal
about valueadded being the means to survival for the
forestry industry. He made a point of advancing the
discussions about technology in the industry at the
Forestry Innovation Summit earlier this month.

No one is talking though about the biggest issue
lurking in the background through Kenora Forest
Products’ ramp up to production and this fall’s federal
election campaign. The 2006 Canada/USA Softwood
Lumber Agreement is set to expire October 12th.

After decades of dispute, the 2006 agreement bought a
nineyear truce that could erode quickly. The U.S.
housing market is heating up, which creates increased
demand for Canadian lumber — which is good for
companies like KFP, but something that has inevitably
antagonized American lumber producers and led to legal
battles and penalties being applied against the Canadian
industry because Americans believe it is unfairly
subsidized by government.

No doubt the Kenora Forest Products team has
analyzed the challenges that could arise. But new
markets offshore have developed to offset the decrease
in demand during the US housing slump. Ontario has
made building code changes, which should improve
domestic sales. And KFP will have an additional
product in the Machine Stressed Timber to sell — all
reasons to believe good fortunes are possible.

Courtesy of Kenora Daily Miner and News/Lake of
the Woods Enterprise
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Government assigns first woodlots for settlers

along the Winnipeg, Whitemouth, and other rivers and
around Lake Winnipeg and Lake of the Woods as well
as in northwestern Minnesota. In the early 1870s, only a
handful of companies were operating, but soon lumber
milling became Winnipeg’s chief industry. The earliest
sawmills were erected on the banks of the Red River
while later mills were located closer to logging
operations. More than twenty mills were operating by
1880, but lumber imports from the United States
continued.

The total amount of wood cut during the seventy years
of the settlement’s expansion is almost impossible to
estimate, but the pace of its use could have been slowed
through sensible forest management. Instead,
enthusiastic woodcutting led to almost complete local
deforestation.

During the 1870s, settlement spread from a narrow
strip along the Red and Assiniboine rivers to 50,000 sq.
km (19,300 sq. mi.) of southern Manitoba. Surveyors
described much of this area as “prairie and meadow

land.” Since many new farms lacked trees, the
government felt obliged to allocate woodlots, though this
plan proved contentious. Ideally, each settler could obtain
a free woodlot of 48 ha (1020 ac.) on Crown land; later,
lots were available for a small fee. Alternatively, if they
obtained a permit, they could cut a certain amount of
timber on Crown land for their own use. However, some
settlers found it difficult to obtain either woodlots or
permits.

On February 17, 1872, the LieutenantGovernor of
Manitoba, the Queen’s representative in the province,
insisted that the “woods be maintained for settlers ...” The
Privy Council agreed, stating that the government would
meet these provisions in the forthcoming Dominion
Lands Act under which the Canadian government took
over forest management in the region.

References and citations for the complete article
are availabe online from the Manitoba Historical
Society at
www.mhs.mb.ca/docs/mb_history/78/woodeconomy.shtml.

Continued from page 9




